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Outstanding Science Read 
Alouds 2005-2007

By Terrence E. Young, Jr. and Coleen C. Salley

T
eaching science is something that makes 
many early childhood and elementary 
teachers uncomfortable because they feel 
that science is different from everything 

else they know and teach. They often feel a sense 
of insecurity about science content as well as 
process. They know that science instruction should 
be something other than teaching the textbook or 
setting up an experiment. But what is an effective 
alternative? Reading aloud science trade books 
complements science teaching. Science trade 
books can be used to help students make a direct 
connection to science. Misconceptions about specific 
science concepts can change when books containing 
accurate information about these concepts are read. 
When used in the classroom, science read alouds 
can increase science vocabulary, lower the abstract 
nature of science principles and explanations 
presented in textbooks, and enrich the science 
experiences of students.

Science trade books are a great source of 
information and enjoyment. They are fun to read 
and often the colorful illustrations or stunning 
photographs are a story in themselves. Why do 
children and teachers enjoy science read aloud books? 
Besides telling a story good science read alouds are 
interesting, often amusing and less intimidating 
than textbooks. They spark enthusiasm and convey 
the fun of science. They may even inspire a child to 
become a scientist!

In selecting good science read alouds it is 
important to remember that not all children are able 
to separate fact from fiction. Therefore the primary 
emphasis is to select books which present the most 
accurate information in terms of the science concepts 
presented.

Science Series Read Alouds
These series are intended for the beginning 

readers to read on their own. However, certain 
individual titles qualify as read-alouds for younger 
children who are nonreaders. Many of these titles 
would be of interest to older students who are 

struggling readers since these books are high-
interest, low-vocabulary-level.

• Let’s-Read-and-Find-Out Science Harper
Collins. Individual books, 32-40p., $15.95; paper, 
$4.95.

The Let’s Read and Find Out (LRFO) series is 
going to be 50 years old in 2010 but it remains one of 
the best nonfiction series in print.  Here’s why!

With more than 100 titles in the series, LRFOs 
cover a wide range of pre K-3rd grade curriculum 
based science subjects such as the human body, 
animals and plants, dinosaurs, our earth, weather, 
space and the world around us.  If you need a picture 
book about elementary physics, try Forces Make 
Things Move.  If you need an eco-friendly book that 
explains what’s happening to our planet earth, look 
for Why Are the Ice Caps Melting? Who Lives in 
an Alligator Hole? and Almost Gone: The World’s 
Rarest Animals.    

The philosophy behind each LRFO:

• Each book introduces a basic science concept. 
• Each book uses as its starting point, information 
a child already knows about the subject.  Then the 
author builds on the concept, using a step-by-step 
method. 
• Illustrations, speech, bubbles and diagrams are 
integrated thru-out to reinforce the read aloud 
narrative. 
• Supplementary hands-on activities and a reading 
list are included to foster the spirit of inquiry. 

The Let’s-Read-and-Find-Out Science series is 
the longest-lived science series in the industry, 
founded in 1960 with the publication of The Moon 
Seems to Change by Franklyn M. Branley. The 
books provide focused exploration of science topics 
such as anatomy, space science, biology, physics, 
and paleontology. Information is presented in a 
child-centered way, starting with what a child 
already knows or can readily observe about his or 
her world, and then building on those basic facts 
to expand the area of knowledge. Where do chicks 
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come from?  What can we learn 
from dinosaur tracks?  How did 
people learn to fly?  Children 
are curious about the world 
around them. HarperCollins has 
a LRFO and are publishing new 
LRFOS to answer their smart 
questions. There are currently 
80 titles in print.

• Rookie Read-About Science.
Children’s Press, a division of 
Scholastic Library Publishing. 
Individual titles, 32p., $20.50.

This series was launched 
in 1990 and quickly became a 
favorite early science series. 
Each of the 58 in print titles 
impacts a fundamental science 
concept in a clear and concise 
way and is generously illustrated 
with engaging color photos that 
bring its subject into vivid focus. 
Topics are drawn mainly from 
physical and natural science 
areas. The top selling titles are: 
Feeling Things, Tasting Things
and Hearing Things. 

An exceptional resource 
for children’s science books 
for the K-8 community is 
Search It! Science, at www.
searchit.Heinemann.com. This 
database contains over 5,000 
recommended children’s science 
trade books. Want to find books 
on the environment appropriate 
for fourth graders? No problem. 
You can create that bibliography, 
and numerous others, in seconds. 
You can search for titles by 
subject, kinds of books (genre 
type, how hard, how long), 
keyword, title, series, or author. 
Each title’s information includes 
a picture of the cover, awards (if 
any), bibliographic information, 
keywords, difficulty level, and 
summarized reviews with 
source. This subscription-based 
service is rooted in a National 
Science Foundation grant. Sign-
up for a preview today!

Sylvan Dell Publishing is a 
new publisher we met at the 
2007 South Carolina Association 
of School Librarian’s Conference 
and were impressed with their 
titles. These features appear in 
each title: very colorful realistic 
nature illustrations detail the 
subject of each text. Different 
writers and artists distinguish 
the variety of titles. A favorite 
feature of each book is the 
section at the end “For Creative 
Minds.” These suggestions 
for activities and the kinds of 
information included are varied, 
adding a dimension to each text. 
Permission is given for educators 
to duplicate.

Ashton, Dianna Hutts. A Seed is 
Sleepy. Illus. by Sylvia Long. 2007. 
34p. Chronicle, $16.95 (978-0-8118-
5520-4)

All the glowing adjectives 
describing An Egg is Quiet apply 
to this new one. The paper is rich 
and thick; the colors are clear 
and brilliant; the print type is 
varied; and the total book design 
is imaginative and impressive. 
Such attention to details that most 
adults and almost no children 
would notice puts these two books 
in a very special category “no effort 
or expense spared.” The opening 
end pages have 37 examples of 
seed, some familiar (pumpkin and 
strawberry), most exotic (such as 
sea coconut and hamburger bean). 
The ending pages have the trees 
and plants of each of the 37 seeds. 
And in between are all sorts of 
details, e.g., “Who would guess that 

a seed as small as a freckle would 
grow into the world’s tallest tree?” 
or “The orchid seed is the smallest 
of all.”

Barner, Bob. Penguins, Pen-
guins, Everywhere! 2007. 28pp. 
Chronicle, $14.95 (978-0-8118-
5664-5)

A gentle rhymed text will delight 
the very young. “Hot penguins 
fluff their feathers to cool off from 
the sun. Their chicks call out from 
shady caves to ask for food and fun.” 
Unlike his other titles not much 
factual information is included in 
the text but the last four pages are 
wonderfully informative. “Penguin 
? Puzzler” “What do penguins eat?..
say?...How do penquins move?...Who 
eats penguins?” Also, “Penguin 
Parade” lists seventeen species and 
their average weight and height 
along with where they live, e.g., 
“Little Blue, also called “Fairy 
Penguin” New Zealand. 16 inches 
(41cm) 2 ½ pounds (1 kg)."

Brenner, Barbara. One Small 
Place By the Sea. 2004. 32p. 
HarperCollins, $16.89 (0-688-
17183-4)

This is a colorful introduction to 
tidal pools that engages the reader 
with it’s lyrical text. What do you 
see as the tide comes in? “Dozens of 
small animals and plants jumbled 
together—over under next to 
on top of one another.” Detailed 
drawings of the scores of creatures 
that inhabit the pools enhance the 
narrative “There are tide pools all 
over the world… No two hold exactly 
the same animals and plants.”

OUTSTANDING SCIENCE READ ALOUDS
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Bruel, Robert. Bob and Otto. 
Pictures by Nick Bruel. 2007. 32p. 
Roaring Brook Press, $15.95 (978-1-
59643-203-1)

What a fun read aloud! Two worms 
who are best friends separate – one 
going up the tree and the other going 
down the tree into the earth. The one 
up the tree eats and eats and eats 
until he sleeps. The one below digs 
and digs and digs. After time passes 
Bob (up the tree) wants to see Otto, 
his best friend. Otto feels bad because 
Bob became a beautiful butterfly and 
all he did was dig. But Bob reassured 
him that all that digging loosened 
the soil so the roots could get water 
and the tree could grow and leaves 
would be green and I [Otto] could 
eat and grow wings. ““I owe it all to 
you, Otto,” said Bob. “You’re not just 
a worm, you’re my best friend.” And 
friends are important.”

Cowley, Joy. Chameleon, Chame-
leon. Photographs by Nic Bishop. 
2004. 32p. Scholastic Press, $16.95 
(0-439-66653-8)

A “movie” in Technicolor and slow 
motion of a chameleon that searches, 
“…step…by step” for something to 
eat and finds another chameleon who 
becomes a girl friend. Interesting 
facts are recounted at the end, e.g., 
chameleons come in many sizes—as 
big as a big squirrel and as tiny as 
a matchstick. The photos are in 
vibrant colors. A run down on the 
intricacies of taking these photos is 
really fascinating.

Ashton, Dianna. An Egg is Quiet.
Illus. by Sylvia Long. 2006. 32p. 
Chronicle, $16.95 (978-0-8118-44 
28-5)

Imagine my surprise when I read the 
blurb that used the words “gorgeous, 
poetic in voice, elegant in design, 
magnifi cently captives, evocative, 

tender and fascinating guide.” All the adjectives I was going 
to use! So I will confi ne myself to the information presented 
in this extraordinary book. A double spread of end pages 
show over 50 different kinds of eggs ranging from the teeny 
lobster egg to the big emperor penguin egg, depicted in color 
and different markings. The art is photographic in detail; 
the print is in big, beautiful cursive script. On a number of 
pages are facts printed in a smaller print. “Seabird eggs are 
pointy at one end, so if they’re laid on rock ledges, they roll 
around in a safe little circles,..” “An ostrich egg can weight 
as much as 8 pounds…Hummingbird eggs are the size of a 
jelly bean.” The book ends with a double spread of all the 
animals hatched from the eggs at the beginning. This book 
won the 2006 AAAS/Subaru SB&F Prize for Excellence in 
Science Books in the Children’s book category.

Sayre, April. Stars Beneath Your 
Bed, The Surprising Story of Dust. 
Illus. by Ann Jonas. 2005. 24p. 
Greenwillow, $15.99 (0-06-057188-8)

Amazing facts about ordinary dust are 
presented in lyrical style and beautiful 
illustrations. “At sunrise, the sun, low 
in the sky, peeks through the dusty 

air…painting the sky like fire.” “Dust is made everywhere, 
every day…A butterfly flutters, and scales fall off its wings.” 
“Skin, old and dry, flakes from our arms.” “Dust can be…
an eyelash of a seal…” “Old dust stays around”: dust from 
dinosaurs and King Tut might be under your bed along with 
dust from outer space. “Sunset pink. Sunset orange. Sunset 
red. The dust of our day will color the sunset we see.” Two 
pages of information at the end give the reader more detail. 
“Dust is smaller than the period at the end of this sentence.” 
This book won the 2005 AAAS/Subaru SB&F Prize for SB&F Prize for SB&F
Excellence in Science Books in the Children’s book category.

OUTSTANDING SCIENCE READ ALOUDS

SB&F Prize Winners and Great Read Alouds!
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Crawford, Laura. In Arctic 
Waters. Illus. by Ben Hodson. 2007. 
32p. Sylvan Dell, $15.95 (978-0-
9768823-4-3)

In this Sylvan Dell title the old 
cumulative rhyme is used to introduce 
the waters of the Arctic. “This is the 
ice that floats in the Arctic waters. 
This is the fish, small and quick that 
circles the ice that floats in the Arctic 
waters.” and then other creatures 
of the region are introduced: “..the 
beluga, blubbery thick that chases 
the fish, small and quick…” Other 
creatures include the narwhal, the 
seal, the walrus, and the polar bear. 
The cycle is finally broken by “…the 
man that hunts the animals…” [the 
Inuit] Facts are listed about each 
topic. “The Inuit are the Natives who 
live in Canada’s coastal Arctic…In 
some areas of the Arctic, the term 
“Eskimo” is considered insulting.”

Dotlich, Rebecca Kai. What is 
Science? Illus. by Sachiko Yoshi-
kawa. 2006. 32p. Henry Holt, $16.95 
(978-0-8050-7394-2)

In answering this question asked 
by the title, over 30 topics are cited 
in the rhymed text:

“What is science? So many things. 
The study of stars and Saturn’s 
rings…. The study of soil, of oil and 
gas.”

“We question, we wonder, we hunt 
and explore the secret of caves, the 
dark ocean floor….What IS science? 
So many things!”

The bright cartoony illustrations 
of children and the outdoors add to 
the appeal of the text. The reader 
can ask questions about the details 
in the pictures, getting the very 
young children to identify objects. 
For children who can read and write 
have them draw slips of paper with 
one of the thirty-odd science topics 
listed in the book. They can do some 
research and give an oral report to 
the class about the particular topic. 
Or, those children who are good at 
arts and crafts could make a model 
illustrating their subject.

Fleming, Denise. Beetle Bop. 
2007. 32p. Harcourt, $16.00 (978-0-
15-205936-1)

Bigger and brighter is this 
latest addition to the science series 
by the talented author. Fleming’s 
books are more than simple, 
rhymed introductions to nature 
and its creatures. Her lyrical text 
demonstrates the English language 
at its finest – expressive, descriptive, 
onomatopoeic. “Beetles are one of the 
largest groups of animals on earth.” 
“Diving beetles, whirling beetles, 
spiraling, swirling beetles.” “Beetles 
flip. Beetles flop…Beetles… bop!”

Florian, Douglas. Comets, Stars, 
the Moon, and Mars. 2007. 56p. 
Harcourt $16.00 (978-0-15-205
372-7)

This clever, witty poet introduces 
readers to space in his latest volume 
of science poems. Twenty poems 
musically introduce not only the 
topics in the book title but all the 
minor planets, the constellations, 

the black hole, and the great beyond. 
Bright, colorful double-spread 
illustrations add another feature 
to entertain the reader – all kinds 
of cut-outs glued onto planets and 
holes to peep through. “Pluto was a 
planet…They say it’s lacking mass. 
..Pluto was admired…. Till one day 
it got fired.” Each poem gives a bit 
of information about the element. 
“Venus Scalding-hot surface, Nine 
hundred degrees….Poisonous clouds 
of acid above. Why was it named 
for the goddess of love?” A galactic 
glossary gives more detail about 
each subject. Pluto was reclassified 
in 2006 for various reasons: size, 
shape, unusual orbit. A helpful 
bibliography adds depth to this 
delightful collection.

George, Lindsay Barrett. In the 
Garden, Who’s Been Here? 2006. 
38p. Greenwillow, $16.99 (978-0-06-
078763-9)

This book is best suited to the 
young child. A simple question gives 
a clue about something that has been 
in the garden. “Something’s been 
eating the seeds in the middle of this 
sunflower. I wonder….Who’s been 
here?” Turn the page and there’s a big 
fabulous double-spread illustration 
showing the culprit. The art is 
outstanding. At the end are notes 
about the 8 garden pests: chipmunk, 
tomato hornworm, cottontail rabbit, 
slug, crow, deer mouse, woodchuck 
and mole.

OUTSTANDING SCIENCE READ ALOUDS
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Giogas, Valarie. In My Backyard. 
Illus. by Katherine Zecca. 2007. 32p. 
Sylvan Dell, $15.95 (978-0-9777423-
1-8)

Up to ten common and not-so-
common backyard animals are 
described in rhyming verse and soft, 
realistic pictures. “In my backyard I 
can see a nursery of four cubs spying 
on me. At night they search inside 
our trash. I always hear the barrels 
crash.” Depending on how far out 
of town you live would determine 
the likelihood of foxes, porcupines, 
bunnies, and skunks wandering 
in your backyard. Includes “For 
Creative Minds” section with animal 
facts memory game and information 
on caring for wildlife. “Foxes are 
good tree climbers. …and can run up 
to twenty miles per hour.” “Porcupine 
pups are born with soft quills that 
become hard within an hour.” This 
is a Sylvan Dell title.

Gran, Julia. Big Bug Surprise. 
2007. 32p. Scholastic Press. $12.95 
(978-0-439-67609-0)

Prunella loves bugs and cannot 
decide which of her favorites to take 
for show-and-tell at school. She knows 
all kinds of facts about insects, e.g., 
“Dragonflies are the fastest insects. 
They can fly up to sixty miles 
per hour.” Using her knowledge 
Prunella saves her class from an 
invasion of bees in their classroom. 

After handling that crisis, it’s time 
for show-and-tell and she introduces 
her favorite, the “…incredible dung 
beetle! He can lift a ball of dung fifty 
times his own weight—that’s like me 
lifting a car.”

Halfmann, Janet. Little Skink’s 
Tail. Illus. by Laurie Allen Klein. 
2007. 32p. Sylvan Dell, $15.95 (978-
0-9768823-8-1)

This Sylvan Dell title is told in 
story form. It’s all about tails. After 
Little Skink looses her bright blue 
tail to a hungry crow, she sets out to 
find an appropriate replacement. She 
imagines all sorts of tails attached 
to her: a cottontail? A squirrel’s 
tail? “A skunk’s tail: “Peeuuw!” said 
Little Skink. “Stinky, stinky, stinky!” 
Then one day she sees her shadow 
and “Her shadow had a tail!” The 
“For Creative Minds” section has a 
footprint map and a tail matching 
activity.

Hall, Margaret. Hibernation. 
2007. 24pp. Capstone Press. $14.95 
(978-0-7368-6339-1)

Big, clear color photos capture 
some animals in sleep: bear, squirrel, 
bats, chipmunks, groundhog and frog. 
“Every winter, some animals stay 
alive by hibernating….They breathe 
slowly. Their hearts beat slowly too.” 
[Bats] They don’t eat. They don’t 
even go to the bathroom.” At the 
end is a glossary, a bibliography, 

and Internet sites. “Word Count 170 
Grade:1 Early-Intervention Level: 
16” Other titles in the “Patterns in 
Nature” series are: Day and Night, 
Phases of the Moon, and Seasons of 
the Year.

Harley, Avis. Sea Stars: Saltwater 
Poems. Photographs by Margaret 
Butschler. 2006. 35p. Wordsong, 
$16.95 (978-1-59078-429-7)

Short poems about saltwater 
creatures are enhanced by color 
photos and handsome book design. 
At the end is a section entitled 
“Looking Deeper” with a fact or two. 
The bright orange sea cucumber 
looks as if it’s covered with wicked 
spines but is really soft and pliable.

Hirschi, Ron. Ocean Seasons. 
Illus. by Kirsten Carlson. 2007. 32pp. 
Sylvan Dell, $15.95 (978-0-9777
423-2-5)

Dramatic double spread illustra-
tions capture the differences in the 
four seasons and all the activities that 
ensure during the particular season. 
“Spring is a burst of color…Diving 
birds and swimming seals dine on 
the young fish that live in the dense 
tangles of kelp.” And in each season 
whales are featured. At the end is 
an activity: “For Creative Minds” 
along with additional information: 
“Seasons Come and Go, Around and 
Around” and “Ocean Food Web.”

OUTSTANDING SCIENCE READ ALOUDS
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Kaner, Etta. Who Likes the Rain? 
Illus. by Marie Lafrance. 2007. 32p. 
Kids Can Press, $14.95 (978-1-
55337-841-9)

This is a happy little book with 
colorful pictures and flaps that turn 
over and reveal interesting facts 
about rain, water and nature. “I 
wonder why it rains?...Clouds are 
made of tiny water droplets. The 
water droplets are much smaller 
than the dot in this “i”. Thousands of 
droplets move together to form bigger 
droplets which take thousands of 
droplets to form one raindrop which 
gets heavy and fall down to Earth. 
This is one in a series entitled 
Exploring the Elements: Who Likes 
the Wind? Who Like the Sun? Who 
Likes the Snow?

Karwoski, Gail. Water Beds: 
Sleeping in the Ocean. Illus. by 
Connie McLennan. 2005. 32p. Sylvan 
Dell Pub., $15.95 (978-0-9764943-1-
7)

“Have you ever wondered what 
it would be like to sleep in the deep, 
deep sea?” In each double spread 
illustration is a little boy imitating 
how ten different marine animals 
manage to sleep underwater but 
breathe air as well. Orcas rest four 
minutes, then one after another come 
up to breathe. “…a rhythmic dance 
of black and white in the blue sea.” 
Manatees, “Every few minutes, they 
rise like bubbles to the surface and 
breathe. Slowly they sink to snooze 

again.” At the end are further facts 
(e.g., There are over 4,000 types 
of mammals with most mammals 
living on land.) and suggested 
creative activities.

Kumin, Maxine. Mites to 
Mastodons : A Book of Animal 
Poems. Illus. by Pamela Zagarenski. 
2006. 32p. Houghton Miffl in, $16.00 
(978-0-618-50753-5)

This big, colorful book of comical 
poems reinforces the truth that 
poetry can be fun. ““My favorite 
barred owl, who lives in the woods 
nearby, wakes me, hooting, “Who 
cooks for you – u- u-?” And if I could 
hoot I’d answer, “I do-oo-oo...”” The 
art is bold, big, and modern and 
the poetry seem contemporary, 
representative of current concerns. 
“X stands for eXtinct, I’m sorry to 
say. Thousands of creatures have 
faded away.” And then 14 species are 
listed. In addition to those we know 
like tyrannosauruses and wooly 
mammoths less well-known species 
are listed: the burrowing betony, the 
great auk, the bandicoot, etc.

Lee, Karen. ABC Safari. 2007. 
32p. Sylvan Dell, $15.95 (978-0-
9777423-0-1)

Young children will delight in 
the colorful pictures of a variety of 
animals and the rhymed text which 
included a detail about each animal. 

“He’ll wait until the moment’s right, 
then Alligator’s going to bite.” And 
each illustration shows the natural 
habitat of the animal. “Beneath the 
leaves he darts inside – a secret 
place for Newt to hide.” Also in 
each picture is a little boy in helmet 
and safari garb and a parrot on his 
shoulder. At the end are pictures 
of each animal, identifying it as 
mammal, bird, amphibian, reptile, 
fish and whether each is a plant or 
meat eater. A useful tool for teaching 
the alphabet is the upper and lower 
cases side by side.

Lunde, Darrin. Meet the Meerkat. 
Illus. by Patricia Wyne. 2007. 32p. 
Charlesbridge, $15.95 (978-1-58089-
154-7)

This title in a series about 
fascinating creatures, the meerkat, 
answers questions about itself. 
“Little Meerkat, what do you fear? 
I am afraid of eagles and jackals. 
These animals try to eat me.” The 
text is simple and the illustrations 
clear and colorful.

Lunde, Darrin. Hello Bumblebee 
Bat. 2007. 32p. Charlesbridge, 
$15.95 (978-1-57091-374-7)

“Hello little bat. What is your 
name? My name is Bumblebee 
Bat. I am small, like a bee.” The 
end matter gives more interesting 
facts: “They are as light as a dime.” 
(Bumblebee bats are also known as 
Kitti’s hog-nosed bat). This series is 

OUTSTANDING SCIENCE READ ALOUDS
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fantastic for beginning readers and 
yet contains such interesting facts 
that are enjoyed by any age group: 
Bumblebee bats are endangered. 
(Coleen Salley’s included!) 

Mayo, Margaret. Roar! Illus. by 
Alex Ayliffe. 2007. 26p. Carolrhoda 
Books, $15.95 (978-0-7613-9473-0)

A charming read-aloud for the 
very young introduces a dozen 
favorite animals described in a 
delightful style that encourages 
actiping, hopping, bounding, and 
…bumpety-bumping!” “…giraffes 
love stretch, stretch, stretching.” 
“…lions love roaring,.. elephants 
love mud-wallowing… zebra love 
fast galloping,…Giant pandas 
love munch, munch, munching, 
bamboo seeking…bamboo finding, 
leaves chew, chewing, tough stalks 
grinding. So munch, giant pandas, 
munch!” The art adds equal delight: 
big double spreads of paper cut-outs 
against very colorful backgrounds. 
Have fun readers and audiences!

Murphy, Liz. ABC Doctor. 2007. 
32p. Blue Apple Books, $15.95 (978-
1-59354-593-2)

Colorful, comical pictures accom-
pany the alphabetical introduction 
to and description of all aspects 
of doctoring from Appointment to 
Urine sample to Vomit and X-ray. 
Guess what is Y and Z? We’re always 
impressed when we learn (or perhaps 
relearn something long forgotten) 

from one of these science books for 
very young readers. “Otoscope A 
doctors uses…to look into your ears. 
…[it] has a light and a magnifying 
glass so that the doctor can see your 
ear drum.” Upper case letters only.

O’Flatharta, Antoine. Hurry and 
the Monarch. Illus. by Meilo So. 
2005. 32p. Knoph, $14.94 (978-0-
375-83003-4)

This charming story recounts the 
chance encounter of a very old turtle, 
Hurry, and a monarch butterfly in a 
garden in Wichita Falls, Texas. The 
butterfly tells of breaking out of her 
shell (in far away Canada), opening 
her wings, and flying. She declines 
Hurry’s invitation to join him in his 
garden and joins more monarchs. 
“They turn the sky orange as they 
continue their journey south toward 
Sweetwater…flying now toward 
Eagle Pass, then over the waters 
of the Rio Grande into Mexico.” In 
spring the monarch returns ““So 
where are you going now?” asks 
Hurry. “Back to the beginning,” 
answers the monarch. “Do you mean 
Canada?” asks Hurry. “Possibly,” 
says the monarch.”” She lays her 
eggs on a milkwood plant and flies 
away. She decides to rest on a curtain 
in an open window in Stillwater 
for a while. “For a while becomes 
forever.” Hurry watches her newborn 
caterpillar babies evolve into big, 
beautiful butterflies. An afterword 
gives more facts, e.g., the flight from 
Canada to Mexico is about 2000 
miles. Lovely watercolors.

Patkau, Karen. Creatures Great 
and Small. 2006. 32p. Tundra 
Books, $17.95 (0-88776-754-0)

In colorful cutouts animals, 
insects, fish, and reptiles are 
contrasted great and small. Each 
tells about itself. Some are familiar. 
“Blue Whale. I am the largest animal. 
Did you know I am the loudest one, 
too?” “Red Ant. I am little, but very 
strong. You can find me on land, 
almost anywhere on Earth.” Some 
are less familiar. “Beluga Sturgeon. 
Call me a living fossil – I can live 
for one hundred years…I cruise 
in salt water.” “Dwarf Goby. Even 
though I am transparent, can you 
spy my little eye in this freshwater 

stream?” At the end of the text sizes 
of the species are contrasted by 
units of measure: “Big, Really Big, 
Small, Really Small.” A glossary 
defines a number of scientific words: 
“echolocation – a process for locating 
objects by reflected sound.”

Posada, Mia. Guess What Is 
Growing Inside This Egg? 2007. 
29p. Millbrook, $15.95 (978-0-8225-
6192-1)

On one page is the question: “Can 
you guess what is growing inside 
these eggs?” A hint is given in a brief 
paragraph: 

“Hidden in a rock cave 
Deep beneath the oceans waves, 
Their mother wraps her long arms 

around 
To keep these eggs safe and 

sound.”
Turn the page: Octopuses!! And 

an informative paragraph gives 
the reader a few facts, e.g., “They 
are only about the size of a grain of 
rice…but they are able to take care 
of themselves.” The colorful collages 
give visual hints as to whose egg it 
is. Even the print is varied in color.

Raab, Brigitte. Where Does 
Pepper Come From? And Other 
Fun Facts. Illus. by Manuela Olten. 
2006. 32p. North South Books, 
$15.95 (978-0-7358-2070-8)

What a fun book! Eight questions 
about all kinds of ordinary things 
in nature are translated from 
the original German edition and 
illustrated with bright comical 
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pictures. “Black pepper is the most 
common spice in the world….Most 
pepper is grown in India, Indonesia, 
Brazil, and Malaysia.” Each question 
is followed by a silly answer and a 
child expressing exasperation “No!” 
“Why are flamingos pink? Because 
they’re embarrassed about being 
stared at in the zoo. No! Flamingoes 
eat a lot of small shrimp, crabs, 
and algae, which have the same 
red carotenoid pigment that carrots 
have. That’s why they turn pink.” 
Hibernation, snail shells, salty seas, 
sheep wool, whales and migrating 
birds are other questions asked.

Rathmell, Donna. Carolina’s 
Story: Sea Turtles Get Sick Too! 
Photographs by Barbara J. Bergwerf. 
2005. 32p. Sylvan Dell, $15.95 (978-
0-9764943-0-0)

A sea turtle named Carolina is 
rescued and nursed back to good 
health at the sea turtle hospital at 
the Aquarium in South Carolina. 
The text is written in a style to elicit 
sympathy from the young readers. 
When Dr. Tom was taking x-rays, 
the turtle felt so sick that “If she 
were able to cry, Carolina would have 
cried and cried.” Clear, uncluttered 
color photos accompany the simple 
text. 

Robbins, Ken. Pumpkins. 2006. 
32p. Roaring Brook Press, $14.95 (1-
59643-184-9)

Another wonderful photographic 
book by this brilliant photographer 
of nature and real subjects heralds 
autumn and the harvest of pumpkins. 
“At that time of year when the air 
has turned cool,…and the leaves 
are falling, splashing color on the 
ground…the crows are calling from 
the empty fields, it seems there are 
pumpkins everywhere.” Robbins 
traces the growth of the pumpkin 
from a seed planted in the spring in 
a simple narrative and vivid photos. 
A favorite picture is a trailer piled 
high and overflowing with pumpkins 
in the middle of a field with a cloudy 
sky and a flock of geese flying 
overhead. The book ends with a page 
filled with jack-o-lanterns, each with 
different faces, sizes, and shapes.

Ruurs, Margriet. In My Backyard. 
Paper Sculpture by Ron Broda. 2007. 
32p. Tundra Books, $18.95 ((978-0-
88776-775-3)

Extraordinary paper sculpture 
takes us into a vibrant yard teaming 
with all kinds of life from insects 
to birds to animals in all four 
seasons. “Like a little helicopter, the 
hummingbird hovers by flowers to sip 
nectar.” Look for the ladybug hidden 
in most pictures. (We couldn’t find 
3!) At the end each featured animal, 
bird, insect, in the text is described 
more fully and the next highlighted 
specimen is hinted at in the previous 
picture. “A hummingbird egg is the 
size of a small jelly bean…These 
tiny birds migrate to the Gulf of 
Mexico and as far south as Central 
America...” A neat feature is how 
to make your yard attractive to 
animals, birds, butterflies, and how 
to build a compost pile.

St. Pierre, Stephanie. What the 
Sea Saw. Illus. by Beverly Doyle. 
2006. 48p. Peachtree, $16.95 (978-1-
56145-359-7)

This is one of the most beautiful 
books we have seen this year, 
beginning with the end pages. The 
text is sheer poetry. “What the sea 
saw was sky above. What the sky 
saw was sea below.” Oversize double 
spread pages illustrate the most 
beautiful hues of blue. The book 
design is dramatic in the placement 
of objects on the page. “The sky 
saw the moon rising round through 
the purple night full of stars.” And 
to top off this perfection are notes 

on the ecosystem in the water at 
the shoreline, on the dunes and a 
bibliography by the artist. We love 
this book!

Sayre, April. Vulture View. Illus. 
by Steve Jenkins. 2007. 28p. Henry 
Holt, $16.95 (978-0-8050-7557-1)

She’s done it again! From dust 
balls under the bed to vultures 
soaring high in the air, she captures 
us (young and old) with poetic text 
about a widely recognized bird which 
we know little about. “The sun is 
rising. Up, up. It heats the air. Up, 
up….Turkey vultures tilt, soar, scan 
to find the food that vultures can…….
eat! That snake over there? No, no. 
…Vultures smell the air. They sniff, 
search, seek for foods that…REEK!” 
At the end of the text are topics 
with more detail: “Soaring Up, Up, 
Up! The Vulture Family, Nature’s 
Cleanup Crew, etc. and a challenge 
to young scientists to research more 
because too little is known about the 
turkey vulture. April also lists five 
Turkey Vulture festivals: MI, OH, 
CA, IL, and NJ. We are like a young 
audience asking “Where do you get 
your ideas?” Equally impressive 
is the cut out art of Jenkins – big, 
colorful double spreads. How can 
we use the adjective “beautiful” 
to describe nature’s ugliest bird, 
aperfect example of an oxymoron. 
What a grand merge of talents! A 
great read aloud!

Schafer, Susan. Where’s My Tail? 
Illus. by Doug Cushman. 2005. 32p. 
Marshall Cavendish, $16.95 (978-0-
7614-5170-9)

Reminiscent of Eastman’s Are 
You My Mother? But in this comical 
story Little Lizard has lost his tail 
to the grasp of a bobcat. “Little 
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Lizard’s heart, barely the size of an 
apple seed, thumped wildly. For the 
rest of the day …he hid in his hole.” 
Only the next day does he notice his 
tail is missing. He frantically asks a 
frog, a raccoon, a bear, an opossum, 
a skunk, a snake and finally a large 
green lizard who advises him to 
“Turn around and look….And what 
do you think he saw?” A final page 
provides some factual information 
about the tails of the six animals 
questioned.

Sill, Cathryn. About Marsupials: 
A Guide for Children. Illus. by 
John Sill. 2006. 48p. Peachtree, 
$15.95 (978-1-56145-358-0)

One fact per page describes the 
17 species beautifully illustrated 
in their natural habitat. Additional 
information about each species is 
included in the afterword. There 
are about 270 species of marsupials, 
most of them live in Australia 
and surrounding areas. “Virginia 
Opossums are the only marsupials 
that live in North America.” They 
are the one who play dead.” This is 
the 10th title in an excellent series.

Sill, Catherine. About Mollusks: 
A Guide for Children. Illus. by 
John Sill. 2005. 44p. Peachtree, 
$15.95 (978-1-56145-331-3)

This is the eleventh addition 
to one of our favorite series. The 
format is identical in each. On the 
left page is big print in one sentence 
(occasionally two sentences): 
“Mollusks have soft, moist bodies 
with no bones.” In the lower right 
corner is the number of plate and 
the common name: “PLATE 1 Giant 
Pacific Octopus” On the right page 
is a colorful, realistic illustration of 
the particular mollusk. At the end of 
the text each plate has a paragraph 
giving details, e.g.: PLATE 1…There 
are over 50,000 species of mollusks, 

ranging from the tiny sea snails to 
very large squids and octopuses.”

Stockdale, Susan. Carry Me! 
Animal Babies on the Move. 2005. 
32p. Peachtree, $15.95 (1-56145-328-
5)

Fourteen animals are depicted 
in charming colorful pictures that 
show methods of carrying animal 
babies. “Animals carry their young 
in all kinds of ways. Riding on their 
backs and clinging to their bellies. … 
Gripped in their teeth and grasped 
in their jaws.” The animals are not 
named but are pictured in their 
natural habitats: At the end the 
animals are named and their habitats 
identified. “Kangaroo, Australia and 
New Guinea.” A useful bibliography 
adds to the effectiveness of this text.

Sturges, Philemon. I Love Bugs. 
Illus. by Shari Halpern. 2004. 24p. 
HarperCollins, $14.89 (978-0-06-
056169-7)

A bright, colorful introduction to 
19 well-known bugs is presented in 
rhymed text for younger children.. 
“These bugs paddle. This one weaves. 
Some make honey. Some chop 
leaves.” The print is big and bold, 
and the spacing is so generous that 
this makes it suitable for beginning 
readers. The end pages have pictures 
of each insect with a fact about each. 
Did you know dragonflies were 
around even before the dinosaurs?

Wlodarski, Loran. If a Dolphin 
Were a Fish. Illus. by Laurie Allen 
Klein. 2006. 32p. Sylvan Publishing, 
15.95 (978-0-9768823-2-9)

A young bottlenose dolphin 
wonders about the many creatures 
who live with her in the ocean. 
What would it be like to be another 
creature? A fish? But fish breathe 
through gills and spend all their 
time underwater. “But a dolphin 
is not a fish.” A dolphin has a pair 
of lungs and breathes through a 
blowhole on top of it’s head. And with 
each colorful picture a feature of the 
imagined creature is pictured on the 
dolphin; e.g., gills for the fish, a shell 
from the turtle, a shark, a manatee, 
a bird, and an octopus. Each page 
gives a fact about the dolphin and a 
fact about the other species and at 
the end are more facts.

Terrence E. Young, Jr., M.Ed., MLS, 
is a school library media specialist at 
West Jefferson High School in New 
Orleans and an Adjunct Instructor 
of Library Science at the University 
of New Orleans. His articles have 
appeared in SB&F, Book Links, 
LMC (Library Media Connection), 
Knowledge Quest, School Library 
Journal, Library Talk, and The Book 
Report. Coleen Salley is Professor 
Emerita of Children’s Literature at 
the University of New Orleans, a 
renown storyteller, and the author of 
four children’s books: Epossumondas, 
Why Epossumondas Has No Hair 
On His Tail, Epossumondas Saves 
the Day, and Who’s that Tripping 
Over My Bridge? The authors can be 
contacted at bestman@att.net
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